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1 Introduction

This is the final report for my Final Bachelor Project at the department of Mathematics
and Computer Science of the Eindhoven University of Technology. In this report, I review
a recent article by Oleg Kiselyov about a novel translation algorithm to translate lambda
calculus terms into SKI combinators: “λ to SKI semantically” [Kiselyov, 2018].

Lambda calculus and SKI combinators are minimalistic formal models of computation.
Lambda calculus has functions, variables and function application. Functions name their
parameters which can then be used as variables in the function body. The computation
of a function applied to an argument substitutes that argument into the function body at
the places where the parameter occurs as a variable.

The SKI combinators are just three predefined functions. S a function of three variables,
K a function of two variables and I a function of one variable. Computation in this model
follows the reduction rules: S f g x→ f x (g x), K xy → x and I x→ x.

Surprisingly, these two simple models of computation are already Turing complete and
have been used as a basis for the implementation of real programming languages.

The substitution rule for the lambda calculus is complicated compared to the simple re-
duction rules of the SKI combinators. So a possible method for computing the result of a
lambda calculus term is to first translate the term to SKI combinators, then computing the
result of that SKI combinator term and finally translating it back to the lambda calculus.

Many different translation algorithms have already been developed. But currently no
mature compilers use these algorithms internally. That is because the SKI combinator
term that results from such translation algorithms are significantly larger than the original
lambda calculus term. Kiselyov introduces a new algorithm that produces an output SKI
combinator term that is linear in the size of the input lambda calculus expression.

This report is intended as supplementary material to Kiselyov’s article. To that end,
Section 2 starts off with an explanation of required background knowledge. Then Section 3
addresses the history of the problem and previous results. Next, I explain Kiselyov’s article
in detail in Section 4. Afterwards, I have collected opinions of other people and provide
feedback of my own in Section 5. Lastly, the conclusion and suggestions for further research
are in Section 6.

2 Background knowledge

In this section, I will introduce the background knowledge that is required to understand
the concepts that are used in Kiselyov’s article. First I will discuss the lambda calculus.
Then I will discuss the SKI combinators. Finally, I will discuss types and inference rules,
which are used by Kiselyov to describe the translation algorithm.
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2.1 Lambda calculus

In this section, I will discuss the lambda calculus. First I will give an intuitive introduction.
Afterwards, I will give the formal grammar and some definitions. Finally, I will discuss
how calculations are performed.

For me the notion of a function has always been very intuitive. Functions take input and
produce output. Some functions can be drawn in a graph or written as a polynomial. The
formal set theoretic definition of a function is that a function is a set of pairs from input
values to output values (argument and image). But that is not how I work with functions
at all. The functions I’m accustomed to use placeholder variables, like: f(x) = x2, where
x is a placeholder. To find the output of this function corresponding to a given input value
you have to replace x by that given input value and simplify the resulting expression in
the right-hand side of the equation.

Alonzo Church formalized functions using the lambda calculus by making this notion of
substitution take the central role. The lambda calculus has abstractions, variables and
applications. Whenever an abstraction is applied to an argument, that argument is put
into the body of the abstraction in place of a variable. Abstraction can be viewed as an
introduction of an anonymous function that can be immediately applied to an argument.

The lambda calculus has the following syntactical elements.

〈term〉 ::= 〈variable-name〉 | 〈abstraction〉 | 〈application〉

〈abstraction〉 ::= ‘λ’ 〈variable-name〉 ‘.’ 〈term〉

〈application〉 ::= ‘(’ 〈term〉 ‘)’ ‘(’ 〈term〉 ‘)’

Parentheses are usually left out if there is no ambiguity. Application is assumed to associate
to the left. So the parentheses in, for example, (((a b) c) d) can all be omitted: a b c d.

Every term introduces a new scope which consists of the term itself and its sub terms. The
term (λx. x) (λy. y) has many scopes, for example the scope of the top level application:
(λx. x) (λy. y) which is the entire term. Another example is λx. x.

A variable in a term is bound if it is inside the scope of an abstraction that introduces that
variable, otherwise it is free. For example, in the term λx. x y, the variable x is bound and
the variable y is free.

Problems may arise when a variable occurs outside the scope in which it would be bound
or if a variable is abstracted over by multiple abstractions. A simple solution is to exclude
those situations by renaming one of the variables. There are other ways to deal with
such situations. One of those ways is using de Bruijn indices, which are discussed in
Section 2.1.2.

There are three ways to transform a term while keeping its meaning the same. We can
change the name of a variable in all places where it is used. For example, term λx. x can
be transformed to λy. y. This is called α-conversion. This is usually done to keep variable
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names distinct. Whenever a variable would be introduced with the same name as another
variable α-conversion is used to change it so that it is different. The second transformation
applies a function to an argument. This results in the function body with all occurrences of
a variable replaced by the argument. For example, the term (λx. x) y can be transformed
to y. The name of this transformation is β-reduction. The last transformation introduces
a new function that only applies its argument to another function in its body. A term f
can be transformed into λx. f x. This is called η-expansion.

Terms in the lambda calculus form equivalence classes under these transformations. We will
use a combination of =α, =β and =η to denote that two terms are in the same equivalence
class.

2.1.1 Representing data

It still seems like we cannot actually perform useful computations, because we have no
straightforward way to represent actual data, such as integers and booleans. When intro-
ducing the lambda calculus as a new model of computation, Church also showed that no
further modifications are necessary to encode such data in this system. The main idea is
to represent data of by functions that capture the ‘behaviour’ of the data.

We will look at an example of an encoding of natural numbers in this way. We will represent
a natural number n as a function that takes two arguments s and z, the function will apply
s to z, n times.

λs. λz. s (s (· · · (s z) · · · ) )︸ ︷︷ ︸
n applications of s to z

We can define a function that adds two natural numbers as follows.

λn. λm. λs. λz. n s (msz)

We will demonstrate it with an example of adding the number 2 and the number 1. I have
indicated the lambda abstraction that is applied to an argument by making its lambda
symbol bold, the variables that are substituted by making them orange and the argument
that is substituted by making it blue. If a colour is only applied to a single character then
that character is made bold to make the colour easier to see.

(λn. λm. λs. λz.n s (msz)) (λs. λz. s (s z)) (λs. λz. s z)

=β (λm.λs. λz. ((λs. λz. s (s z)) s) (m s z)) (λs. λz. s z)

=β λs. λz. ((λs. (λz. s (s z))) s) ((λs. λz. s z) s z)

=β λs. λz. (λz. s (s z)) ((λs. λz. s z) s z)

=β λs. λz. s (s ((λs. λz. s z) s z))

=β λs. λz. s (s ((λz. s z) z))

=β λs. λz. s (s (s z))
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In the end, we obtain function in which s is applied three times to z, so, we end up with
the number 3, which is the correct result for the sum of 2 and 1.

This way of encoding natural numbers in the lambda calculus is a special case of a more
general way to encode algebraic data types. In this case we have the Peano numerals:
Peano = Zero | Succ Peano. We can write the number 2 as Succ (Succ Zero). Now we only
have to introduce variables for the constructors Succ and Zero and abstract over them:
λs. λz. s (s z). For another example we look at the lists: List a = Nil | Cons a (List a). A
list of natural numbers [1, 2, 3] is written as Cons 1 (Cons 2 (Cons 3 Nil)). To encode this
in the lambda calculus we introduce new variables for each of the two constructors and
abstract over them: λc. λn. c 1 (c 2 (c 3n)). Of course the numbers 1, 2 and 3 should also
be encoded. That can be done with the Peano encoding:

λc. λn. c (λs. λz. s z) (c (λs. λz. s (s z)) (c (λs. λz. s (s (s z)))n)).

2.1.2 De Bruijn indices

In Section 2.1 we noticed a problem where the same name could be used for different
variables so one of the variable names had to be changed to avoid ambiguity. De Bruijn
indices [de Bruijn, 1972] are a different notation for lambda calculus where variables are no
longer introduced by name. Instead, variables are represented by a number. That number
indicates the number of abstractions you pass when going up the tree of scopes until you
reach the abstraction by which the variable is bound. For example, the identity function
λx. x becomes λ 0 and the ifzero function λx. λt. λf. x (λy. f) t) becomes λλλ2 (λ1) 1. In
this example I have coloured the de Bruijn index and its corresponding lambda the same
colour.

An advantage of de Bruijn indices is that α-conversion becomes unnecessary. A disadvan-
tage of de Bruijn indices is that they are harder for humans to read and write.

Kiselyov takes this notation one step further. The numbers are written as Peano nu-
merals with z representing 0 and s x representing 1 + x. So the ifzero function becomes
λλλ s s z (λ s z) s z.

The formal grammar of the notation that Kiselyov uses is as follows.

〈index 〉 ::= ‘z’ | ‘s’ 〈index 〉

〈term〉 ::= 〈index 〉 | 〈abstraction〉 | 〈application〉

〈abstraction〉 ::= ‘λ’ 〈term〉

〈application〉 ::= ‘(’ 〈term〉 ‘)’ ‘(’ 〈term〉 ‘)’

The special notation sn z is used to denote n occurrences of the keyword s in front of the
z. So the notation s3 z denotes the term s s s z.
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2.2 SKI combinators

In this section, I will discuss SKI combinators. I will first explain what they are. Then I
will give the formal grammar and reduction rules. Afterwards, I will discuss extensions to
the SKI combinators. I will explain the classical translation algorithms, which translate
SKI combinator terms to and from the lambda calculus terms. Finally, I will explain some
known optimizations to that translation algorithm.

Like the lambda calculus that was discussed in Section 2.1, the SKI combinators are a model
of computation that was originally intended to formalize mathematics. A combinator is
a function that has no free variables. You can also see a combinator as a binary tree
of applications with variables at the leaves. The SKI combinators are three well-chosen
combinators called S, K and I. Schönfinkel chose them in such a way that any other
combinator can be built from them. He called them the building blocks of mathematical
logic [Schönfinkel, 1924].

The formal grammar of the SKI combinators is as follows.

〈term〉 ::= 〈application〉 | ‘S’ | ‘K’ | ‘I’

〈application〉 ::= ‘(’ 〈term〉 ‘)’ ‘(’ 〈term〉 ‘)’

The SKI combinators follow the following reduction rules.

S f g x → f x (g x)

K xy → x

I x → x

Whenever one of the combinators is applied to enough arguments, it can be reduced, which
means that it is replaced by the right-hand side of its reduction rule. As an example we
show the reduction steps of a SKI combinator term that turns out to apply its second
argument to its first argument. The combinator that is reduced is coloured blue and made
bold for clarity.

S (K (S I))K xy

→ K (S I)x (K x) y

→ S I (K x) y

→ I y (K xy)

→ y (K x y)

→ y x

To translate a SKI combinator term to the lambda calculus we simply translate every
combinator separately. S becomes λf. λg. λx. f x (g x), K becomes λx. λy. x and I becomes
λx. x.
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The transformation of lambda calculus to SKI combinators is more complicated. The
algorithm repeatedly removes an abstraction together with all occurrences of the variable
that was bound by that abstraction and replaces them with combinators that propagate
the argument to the correct positions. The process of removing abstractions and their
bound variables is called abstraction elimination.

The rules for abstraction elimination are as follows.

λx. x 7→ I

λx. c 7→ K c, if x does not occur free in c.

λx. e1 e2 7→ S (λx. e1) (λx. e2)

Repeatedly applying these translation rules results in an expression that only contains SKI
combinators.

As an example we will translate the function that flips its arguments. In the lambda
calculus this is the term λx. λy. y x. In this example I have coloured the lambda symbol
that is going to be eliminated blue and I have coloured the new combinator orange.

λx.λy. y x

→ λx.S (λy. y) (λy. x)

→ λx. S I (λy. x)

→ λx. S I (K x)

→ S (λx. S I) (λx.K x)

→ S (K (S I)) (λx.K x)

→ S (K (S I)) (S (λx.K) (λx. x))

→ S (K (S I)) (S (KK) (λx. x))

→ S (K (S I)) (S (KK) I)

Notice that this term is larger than the combinator term that flips its arguments, appearing
in the previous example. That is because the term λx.K x could be rewritten using inverse
η-expansion to K, but our algorithm translates it to S (KK) I. Any time we encounter a
combinator term of the form S (K x) I we can rewrite it to x.

Another common way to improve this algorithm is to introduce two new combinators B
and C. Whereas the S combinator propagates its third argument to both its first and
its second argument, the B combinator only propagates its third argument to its second
argument and the C combinator only propagates its third argument to its first argument.

B f g x→ f (g x)

C f g x→ f x g
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Now the abstraction elimination rules can be extended to make use of these new combina-
tors.

λx. c e 7→ B c (λx. e), if x does not occur free in c.

λx. e c 7→ C (λx. e) c, if x does not occur free in c.

Running this new algorithm on the same example results in a much shorter output term.

λx.λy. y x

→ λx.C (λy. y)x

→ λx.C I x

→ B (C I) (λx. x)

→ B (C I) I

We can also apply the η-optimization to this example. For these new combinators the term
B x I can be rewritten to x. Applying that optimization to B (C I) I) results in the term
C I which is the shortest possible combinator term that applies its second argument to its
first argument.

2.3 Types and inference rules

In this section, I will explain types, how they can be used in the lambda calculus and a
notation for inference rules.

Many modern programming languages have type systems to prevent bugs. In such pro-
gramming languages values are divided into types and functions can only take in arguments
of a certain type and return values of a certain type. For example, if there is a function
that sorts a list of integers then that function should not be given an integer as input.
Compilers for these languages often use type checkers to reject programs that are not well
typed before they are executed.

To define a type system for the lambda calculus it has to be possible to unambiguously
determine the type of a term. It is often the case that a term is only well typed if it is
placed in the right context. For example, the variable x in λx. x can be given a type.
But the variable x in λy. x can only be given a type if it is placed into a broader context
where the x variable is bound. Such a context is a set of pairs of variables with their types
and is often denoted by Γ. The statement that x has type τ in context Γ is called a type
judgement and is written as Γ ` x : τ . The ` and : symbols have no special significance.
We could have just as well written T (Γ, x, τ) for the relation, but Γ ` x : τ is commonly
used.

The rules for deciding the type of a term are written inductively in the style of natural
deduction. For me this was quite intimidating, so I will try to introduce it as gently as
possible. This notation consists of a horizontal bar with premises above and the conclusions
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below the bar. One of the rules for deciding the type of a term in the lambda calculus
states that if the environment Γ contains the variable and type pair x : τ then the term x
has type τ . Figure 1 shows the typing rules of the standard simply typed lambda calculus
as taken from Wikipedia [Wikipedia contributors, 2019].

x : τ ∈ Γ
Var

Γ ` x : τ
Γ, x : σ ` e : τ

Abs
Γ ` λx. e : σ → τ

Γ ` e1 : σ → τ Γ ` e2 : σ
App

Γ ` e1 e2 : τ

Figure 1: The typing rules of the simply typed lambda calculus taken from Wikipedia
[Wikipedia contributors, 2019].

The type of a lambda calculus term can be determined by recursively applying these rules.
Such a type derivation can be visualized as a tree of applications inference rules. For
example, the type derivation of the term λx. λy. y x can be shown as follows. To keep the
tree somewhat compact I have written Γ in place of x : σ, y : σ → τ on the first two levels.

(y : σ → τ) ∈ Γ
Var

Γ ` y : σ → τ
x : σ ∈ Γ

Var
Γ ` x : σ

App
x : σ, y : σ → τ ` y x : τ

Abs
x : σ ` λy. y x : (σ → τ)→ τ

Abs` λx. λy. y x : σ → (σ → τ)→ τ

I personally read and write these derivation trees from bottom to top and then back to the
bottom. First I start at ` λx. λy. y x and ignore the types. Then I go up and see how the
term is broken down into its components. On the topmost level all the types are known.
Then those types can be propagated down as described in the typing rules from Figure 1.
When you reach the bottom you know the type of the term.

It should be noted that we did not annotate the types of x and y explicitly. They can be
inferred automatically while going up the derivation tree. For example, the App rule tells
us that y has to be a function from the type of x to another type. Kiselyov also leaves out
type annotations, so I decided to do the same to ease the transition from this example to
the notation that Kiselyov uses.

A similar set of typing rules for de Bruijn indexed lambda calculus is used in Kiselyov’s
article and discussed in this report in Section 4.1.1.

3 History and previous results

The lambda calculus and combinators were initially conceived during a search to formalize
mathematics. The ‘Begriffsschift’ of Gottlob Frege [Frege, 1879] is considered to be a turn-
ing point. Frege describes higher order functions and how functions of many variables can
be seen as many functions of one variable. Moses Schönfinkel developed this idea further
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and introduced combinators [Schönfinkel, 1924]. In order to prove that combinators can
always be used instead of variables, Schönfinkel showed how to convert an expression with
variables to an expression without variables. He invented the first abstraction elimination
algorithm before lambda calculus was invented. Alonzo Church independently discovered
combinators, introduced the lambda calculus and developed a type system for the lambda
calculus. In the same period, Haskell Curry enriched the theory of combinators.

In 1979, David Turner implements his functional programming language SASL and later
Miranda using his own improved algorithm to translate the lambda calculus to SKI com-
binators [Turner, 1979a, Turner, 1979b].

Over the years there have been many other attempts at optimizing the translation algo-
rithm, but none have been used in practice [Broda and Damas, 1997; Kennaway and Sleep,
1987; Noshita, 1985; Joy, 1984].

In the end, Haskell, named after Haskell Curry, is the only pure lazy functional program-
ming language that is still popular today. The main compiler for Haskell, the Glasgow
Haskell Compiler (GHC), does not use combinators. Instead, Simon Peyton Jones has
developed the Spineless Tagless Graph-reduction machine (STG machine) [Peyton Jones,
1992]. The STG machine is a more direct way of compiling lambda calculus expressions
to modern hardware. It is generally considered to produce the most efficient executables.
So any newly proposed algorithm for efficiently compiling the lambda calculus to efficient
executables, for example via combinators, could be benchmarked against GHC.

Finally, I want to mention that Cardone and Hindley have written a more detailed overview
of the history of lambda calculus and combinator logic [Cardone and Hindley, 2006].

4 Kiselyov’s article: “λ to SKI semantically”

In this section, I will discuss the main content of Kiselyov’s article. In Section 4.1, I
explain the content in the same order as Kiselyov, but from my own perspective. Then, in
Section 4.2, I summarize the main contributions of Kiselyov’s article.

4.1 Structure

Kiselyov’s article is divided into multiple sections. First a novel perspective on translating
lambda calculus to combinators is introduced. This is followed by an optimisation. Then
the algorithm is implemented in OCaml in a style called Tagless Final. After that, a second
optimization is described, now in terms of the OCaml implementation. A short intermission
mentions how to implement built-in functions into the language, for example functions that
can interact with the operating system. The core of the article introduces a linear algorithm
using batch combinators. Finally the article proves that this final optimisation makes the
algorithm linear time and also that it produces a combinator term that is linear in the size
of the input lambda calculus term.
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In this report, I will mostly adhere to the sections of Kiselyov’s article. First, I present
the main figure, Figure 2. The left column of that figure is explained in Section 4.1.1.
And the right column is explained in Section 4.1.2. The figure contains one new function
q that will be explained in Section 4.1.3. After that, I will explain the first optimization
that Kiselyov introduces, namely lazy weakening, in Section 4.1.4. Afterwards, I will talk
about Kiselyov’s implementation and the style called tagless final in Section 4.1.5. In that
section I also discuss my own implementation. Finally, in Section 4.1.6, I will discuss the
linear algorithm and I explain Kiselyov’s proof that it is indeed linear time and space.

Var
τ ` z : τ

EVar
τ � I

Γ+ ` e : τ
W

Γ+, σ ` s e : τ
Γ+ � d

EW
Γ+, σ � (� K)q (Γ+ � d)

` e : τ Abs0` λ e : σ → τ
� d EAbs0� K d

Γ, σ ` e : τ
Abs

Γ ` λ e : σ → τ

Γ, σ � d
EAbs

Γ � d
Γ1 ` e1 : σ → τ Γ2 ` e2 : σ

App
Γ1 t Γ2 ` e1 e2 : τ

Γ1 � d1 Γ2 � d2 EApp
Γ1 t Γ2 � (Γ1 � d1)q (Γ2 � d2)

Where Γ1 t Γ2 =

{
Γ1 if Γ1 = Γ3,Γ2

Γ2 if Γ2 = Γ3,Γ1

for some Γ3.

Figure 2: The ‘leftless’ type system and the corresponding denotational semantics. This
figure corresponds to Fig. 6 in the Kiselyov’s article. The typing rules are shown on the
left and the translation rules are shown on the right.

4.1.1 Typing rules

In this section, I will present the typing rules in order from top to bottom and explain
what they mean.

The Var rule The first rule in Figure 2 is the Var rule. The index z corresponds to
the last element in the context, so it is always true that in context Γ = τ (the context
consisting only of τ) we have that z has type τ (the last element in that context).

The W rule If e is an index then s e is the index to the element that comes one place
before e in the context. Notice that this is the same as appending an unused element, call
it σ, to the end of the context. So if we know that Γ+ ` e : τ then we also know that
Γ+, σ ` s e : τ . This is exactly the W rule.

The W in the second rule stands for ‘weakening’. Kiselyov explains it as follows: “By
‘weakening’ we mean a (structural) inference rule stating that adding more premises to
hypotheses of a valid logical deduction preserves the validity.” Adding more elements to
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any context will preserve the validity of terms. Note that the de Bruijn indices in those
terms will have to be adjusted. Adding an element somewhere in the middle of a context
would require all indices that correspond to the elements that occur to the left of that
element to be incremented by one. This would introduce unmanageable complexity and is
therefore not considered. That leaves us with adding elements to the left and to the right
of a context. Adding elements to the right requires all indices to be incremented by one.
This is what happens in the W rule shown in Figure 2 and it is indicated by adding an s
in front of a term.

In contrast, adding elements to the left requires nothing and is not indicated in syntax.
That means that the type deduction tree of a term, such as the one discussed in Section 2.3,
is no longer uniquely defined by the syntax of that term. For example, the term (λ z)(λ z)
could have the following deduction tree.

Var
τ → τ ` z : τ → τ

Abs` λ z : (τ → τ)→ (τ → τ)

Var
τ ` z : τ

Abs` λ z : τ → τ
App

` (λ z) (λ z) : τ → τ

If a hypothetical left weakening rule (WL) would exist then we could also write the follow-
ing.

Var
τ → τ ` z : τ → τ

Abs` λ z : (τ → τ)→ (τ → τ)
WL

σ ` λ z : (τ → τ)→ (τ → τ)

Var
τ ` z : τ

Abs` λ z : τ → τ
WL

σ ` λ z : τ → τ
App

σ ` (λ z) (λ z) : τ → τ

I am not completely sure of this, but I think this is what Kiselyov calls ‘unhinged’ on the
bottom of page 4 of his article. This unhinged nature of the left weakening rule prompts
him to remove the left weakening rule and integrate it into the rest of the rules. I will
follow this decision.

The Abs0 rule The third rule, Abs0, can be described as follows. To prove that λ e has
type τ , we only have to prove that e has type τ . Informally, any closed term in the lambda
calculus can be abstracted over while still remaining closed; the newly introduced element
is ignored. This is formally described in the Abs0 rule.

The Abs rule Immediately this begs the question: what if the term does use the intro-
duced element? The fourth rule answers this question. In that case the elements needs
to be appended to the context of the abstracted term. In context Γ, a term λ e has type
σ → τ if e has type τ in context Γ, σ. It is important to realize that Γ can be empty. For
example, the identity function λ z has type τ → τ . We can prove this by using the Var
rule, which gives us τ ` z : τ . Then we can use the Abs rule with Γ = ∅, σ = τ and e = z.
This results in ` λ e : τ → τ .
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Now we can see that the Abs0 rule can also be written as a combination of a left weakening
followed by the Abs rule:

` e : τ left weakening
σ ` e : τ

Abs` λe : σ → τ

The App rule Finally, the fifth rule, App, allows you to deduce that the application of
a term e1 to another term e2 has type τ given that e1 has type σ → τ and e2 has type
σ. The interesting part is what happens to the contexts. Normally, the contexts of e1

and e2, Γ1 and Γ2 respectively, would have to be equal. But because of the lack of the
left weakening, we have to also allow one of the contexts to be a suffix of the other. This
can be seen as first weakening one of the terms to match the other. In that way Kiselyov
integrates the left weakening into this rule.

4.1.2 Translation rules

In this section the translation rules on the right in Figure 2 are explained. First, I explain
the � notation. Then, I give the definition of a correct translation algorithm. After that,
I derive each of the translation rules from the definition of a correct translation. The
translation rules use the q function that is discussed in Section 4.1.3.

Kiselyov uses the typing rules to dictate the translation of lambda terms to SKI combina-
tors. Every deduction rule is accompanied by a translation rule. The translation rules tell
you how to find an equivalent combinator term for the lambda term under the horizontal
line given that you already have an equivalent combinator term for the lambda term above
the horizontal line.

It turns out that a combinator term by itself is not always enough, because there would be
no term equivalent to an open lambda term such as τ ` z : τ . Open terms by themselves
have no meaning, but the translation algorithm that we are looking for has to be composi-
tional and open lambda terms do occur as components of meaningful lambda terms. It is
possible to make any open lambda term closed by applying the Abs rule sufficiently many
times. The original open lambda term could be represented by the equivalent combinator
term of this new closed lambda term, but then τ ` z : τ would not be distinguishable from
` λ z : τ → τ . So Kiselyov pairs the combinator term with its context. Now, τ ` z : τ is
equivalent to τ � I and ` λ z : τ → τ is equivalent to ∅ � I or simply � I.

In order to define correct translation rules we first need to establish what a correct trans-
lation is. Let E be our translation function that maps any lambda calculus term to an SKI
combinator term. The translation function E is correct if and only if: ‘E [Γ ` e : τ ] = Γ � d
implies e =βη (d)Λ sn z . . . z’. Where (d)Λ is the reverse (trivial) translation that just re-
places each combinator with its definition as a lambda calculus term. Using this definition
we can find translation rules that are not only correct, but we can also see why they are
correct.
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The EVar rule The translation rule corresponding to the Var typing rule has to give
the combinator term that is equivalent to τ ` z : τ . After a brief calculation:

z =β (λ z) z

= (I)Λ z,

we see that E [τ ` z : τ ] = τ � I is a correct translation rule.

The EW rule In the weakening rule described in the syntax definition in Fig. 2 of
Kiselyov’s article there is an oddity. Kiselyov defines the syntax of terms in the de Bruijn
indexed lambda calculus as e0 ::= z | s e0 | λ e0 | e0 e0 which would allow terms that have no
meaning in the conventional lambda calculus such as s (z z). Instead I have split this into
two separate definitions i ::= z | s i and e0 ::= i | λ e0 | e0 e0. An alternative way to solve
this problem is to try to redefine the meaning of s, for example defining s (z z) = (s z) (s z).
This is certainly interesting and the techniques described in Kiselyov’s article will probably
still work, but it goes too far from the usual definition of the lambda calculus. So we will
not discuss it further.

This change also allows us to make the W rule more explicit than the W rule that Kiselyov
uses. The type τ is always at the leftmost position in the context. This is easy to see
inductively as follows. In the base case we have the Var rule; there it holds. Then the
only other rule that deals with indices is W, the weakening rule, here you can also see that
it only adds a σ to the right of the context, so τ will stay at the leftmost position. This
results in the following simplified rule for weakening.

τ,Γ ` i : τ
W

τ,Γ, σ ` s i : τ

For the weakening rule we can assume that we have a correct translation E [τ,Γ ` i : τ ] =
τ,Γ � d, so we know i =βη (d)Λ i . . . z. We calculate the equivalent combinator term of
τ,Γ, σ ` s i : τ as follows.

s i =β (λ . . . λ i) (s i) . . . (s z)

=βη(λ . . . λ (d)Λ i . . . z) (s i) . . . (s z)

=β (d)Λ (s i) . . . (s z)

=β (λλ s z) ((d)Λ (s i) . . . (s z)) z

= ((� K)q (τ,Γ � d))Λ (s i) . . . z

From this calculation we see that E [τ,Γ, σ ` s i : τ ] = (� K) q (τ,Γ � d) is a correct
translation rule.

To do this, Kiselyov introduces a function q that takes as input two combinator terms
paired with their context. That function first passes all the arguments that the input
terms require (as seen from their contexts) and after that it applies the first term to the
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second. We will postpone the implementation details of this function to Section 4.1.3.
Summarizing, this leaves us with the conclusion: Γ+, σ � (� K) q (Γ+ � d) as shown in
Figure 2.

The Abs0 rule The Abs0 rule requires us to find the equivalent of ` λ e : σ → τ given
that E [` e : τ ] = (� d) and hence that e =βη (d)Λ. Again we calculate:

λ e =βη λ (d)Λ

=β (λλ s z) (d)Λ

= (K d)Λ

Therefore we see that E [` λ e : σ → τ ] = (� K d) is a correct translation rule.

The Abs rule The Abs rule is trivial. We have to find the equivalent of Γ ` λ e : σ → τ
given E [Γ, σ ` e : τ ] = Γ, σ � d and hence e =βη (d)Λ sn z . . . z. We calculate:

λ e =βη λ (d)Λ sn z . . . z

=η (d)Λ sn−1 z . . . z

From this calculation we see that E [Γ ` λ e : τ ] = Γ � d is a correct translation rule.

The App rule For the final rule, App, we need to find the equivalent of Γ1tΓ2 ` e1 e2 : τ
given E [Γ1 ` e1 : σ → τ ] = Γ1 � d1 and E [Γ2 ` e2 : σ] = Γ2 � d2. We calculate:

e1 e2 =βη (d1)Λ sn z . . . z ((d2)Λ sm z . . . z)

= ((Γ1 � d1)q (Γ2 � d2))Λ smax nm z . . . z

In this way we find that E [Γ1tΓ2 ` e1 e2 : τ ] = (Γ1 � d1)q(Γ2 � d2) is a correct translation
rule.

To summarize we can also write all the rules as a recursively defined function.

Var: E [τ ` z : τ ] = τ � I

W: E [τ,Γ, σ ` s i : τ ] = τ,Γ, σ � (� K)q (τ,Γ � E [τ,Γ ` i])
Abs0: E [` λ e : σ → τ ] = (� K E [` e : τ ])

Abs: E [Γ+ ` λ e : σ → τ ] = Γ+ � E [Γ+, σ ` e : τ ]

App: E [Γ1 t Γ2 ` e1 e2 : τ ] = Γ1 t Γ2 � (Γ1 � E [Γ1 ` e1 : σ → τ ])q (Γ2 � E [Γ2 ` e2 : σ])

Starting with an input term ` e : τ you can look up which case on the left matches and then
follow the recursive definition to reach the translated combinator term that is equivalent
to the input term.
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4.1.3 The q function

In the previous section we introduced the q function. The formula (Γ′ � d′) q (Γ �
d) computes the application of d′ to d after taking care of routing the arguments that
d′ and d require. The q function should satisfy (Γ′ � d′) q (Γ � d) dmax nm . . . d1 =
(d′ dn . . . d1) (d dm . . . d1) where Γ′ = τn . . . τ1 and Γ = τm . . . τ1 and di : τi for all i ∈
{1 . . .maxnm}. Note that one of the contexts should be a suffix of the other context.
Kiselyov initially gives an illustrative inductive definition, but he later gives a more efficient
implementation. We shall follow Kiselyov in that regard and first discuss an inductive
implementation.

The inductive definition is split into three cases. First there is the base case in which the
contexts of both arguments are empty. Then there are two cases where one of the contexts
is empty. Finally there is the case where neither context is empty.

In the base case both contexts are empty which means that no care has to be taken to
route arguments, so, in this case we can simply apply d′ to d: (� d′)q (� d) = (� d′ d).

In the inductive cases we reduce the size of the contexts at every step. I have chosen to
illustrate the deduction of the formulas for these cases by a calculation. In the calculations
I use the general notation dn . . . d1, but it should be noted that n = 1 is a possibility, then
dn . . . d1 would be equal to d1 and dn . . . d2 would completely disappear.

For the case where the context of the first argument is empty we use the combinator
B xy z = x (y z).

((� d′)q (Γ, τ � d)) dm . . . d1

= d′ (d dm . . . d1)

=B d′ (d dm . . . d2) d1

= (B d′) (d dm . . . d2) d1

= (((� B d′)q (Γ � d)) dm . . . d2) d1.

For the case where the second argument has an empty context we need a slightly more
involved combinator. The idea is to flip the arguments; that can be done using the C C
combinator: C C x y z = C y x z = y z x.

((Γ′, τ � d′)q (� d)) dn . . . d1

= (d′ dn . . . d1) d

= (d′ dn . . . d2) d1 d

=C C d (d′ dn . . . d2) d1

= (C C d) (d′ dn . . . d2) d1

= (((� C C d)q (Γ′ � d′)) dn . . . d2) d1
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In the final case where both contexts are non-empty we can use the S combinator that
‘duplicates’ its third arguments and applies it to its first and second argument: S x y z =
(x z) (y z). In this way we can route arguments to both d′ and d.

((Γ′, τ � d′)q (Γ, τ � d)) dmaxnm . . . d1

= (d′ dn . . . d1) (d dm . . . d1)

= ((d′ dn . . . d2) d1) ((d dm . . . d2) d1)

=S (d′ dn . . . d2) (d dm . . . d2) d1

= (((� S)q (Γ′ � d′)) dn . . . d2) (d dm . . . d2) d1

= (((Γ′ � (� S)q (Γ′ � d′))q (Γ � d)) dmaxnm . . . d2) d1

To summarize the complete definition as given in Kiselyov’s article is repeated in Figure 3.

(� d′)q (� d) = d′ d

(� d′)q (Γ, τ � d) = (� B d′)q (Γ � d)

(Γ′, τ � d′)q (� d) = (� C C d)q (Γ � d′)

(Γ′, τ � d′)q (Γ, τ � d) = (Γ′ � (� S)q (Γ′ � d′))q (Γ � d)

Figure 3: The inductive definition of the q function.

4.1.4 Lazy weakening

Following the structure of Kiselyov’s article, I will describe an optimization for the trans-
lation algorithm as presented in the previous sections. This will also illustrate the ease
with which Kiselyov’s algorithm can be modified.

Some terms in the context are ignored. For example the term τ, σ ` s z : τ ignores the σ
term in the context. Keeping track of these ignored types allows us to leave out combinators
in certain places, thus improving the translation algorithm. To keep track of these ignored
terms we introduce a new symbol - to denote an ignored term in a context. The previous
example now becomes τ, - ` s z : τ .

This change also requires changes to the definition of a correct translation. Instead of
passing a variable for every term in the context, we only pass variables for terms in the
context that are not ignored. For example, using the previous definition we would say:
E [τ, σ ` s z : τ ] = τ, σ � d implies s z =βη (d)Λ (s z) z. Using the new definition we get:
E [τ, - ` s z : τ ] = τ, - � d implies s z =βη (d)Λ (s z).

Kiselyov’s definition of the translation in terms of typing and translation rules pays off
now. We only have to replace one old rule, introduce one new rule and add some cases to
the q function to implement this optimization. These modifications are listed in Figure 4.
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τ,Γ ` i : τ
W

τ,Γ, - ` s i : τ

τ,Γ � d
EW

τ,Γ, - � d

Γ+, - ` e : τ
Abs1Γ ` λ e : σ → τ

Γ+ � d EAbs1
Γ+ � (� K)q (Γ+ � d)

Γ′, - t Γ, - = (Γ′ t Γ), -

Γ′, - t Γ, τ = (Γ′ t Γ), τ

Γ′, τ t Γ, - = (Γ′ t Γ), τ

(Γ′, - � d′)q (Γ, - � d) = (Γ′ � d′)q (Γ � d)

(Γ′, - � d′)q (Γ, τ � d) = ((� B)q (Γ′ � d′))q (Γ � d)

(Γ′, τ � d′)q (Γ, - � d) = ((� C)q (Γ′ � d′))q (Γ � d)

(Γ′, - � d′)q (� d) = (Γ′ � d′)q (� d)

(� d′)q (Γ, - � d) = (� d′)q (Γ � d)

Figure 4: New rules for the lazy weakening optimization. This corresponds to Fig. 8 in
Kiselyov’s article.

I will not prove that the old rules are still correct according to this new version. The Var
and Abs0 rule remain correct because they do not deal with contexts that can have a - in
them. I will prove that the new Abs1 and the changed W rule are correct.

For the changed EW rule we are given i =βη (d)Λ i.

s i =β (λ . . . λ i) (s i) . . . (s z)

=βη (λ . . . λ (d)Λ i) (s i) . . . (s z)

=β (d)Λ (s i)

For the new EAbs1 rule we are given e =βη (d)Λ (sn z) . . . (s z).

λ e =βη λ (d)Λ (sn z) . . . (s z)

=β (λλ s z) ((d)Λ (sn−1 z) . . . z)

= (K)Λ ((d)Λ (sn−1 z) . . . z)

= ((� K)q (Γ+ � d)) (sn−1 z) . . . z

4.1.5 Implementation and tagless final style

In the fourth section of his article, Kiselyov gives an implementation of the algorithm in
OCaml using the tagless final style. In this section, I will give a brief explanation of the
tagless final style and an alternative implementation that I wrote using algebraic data
types, which is listed in appendices A and B.

Kiselyov embeds the lambda calculus as a domain specific language (DSL) in the OCaml
programming language. Instead of defining an algebraic data type, Kiselyov defines ab-
stract functions for the constructors in his lambda calculus (z, s, λ, and function applica-
tion). That means that you can write expressions in this domain specific language without
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first giving an implementation of the DSL hence the name ‘Tagless’. In the end, to use the
DSL you have to give an implementation for these constructors hence the name ‘Final’.

An important thing to note is that you do not necessarily have to implement these abstract
functions as constructors of an algebraic data type. Kiselyov exploits this to write a
translation algorithm from lambda calculus terms to combinators as an implementation
of these abstract functions. That means you can write an expression using the abstract
constructors of his lambda calculus and decide afterwards that you want to translate that
expression into SKI combinators by using a special concrete implementation of the abstract
constructors.

Kiselyov has created a web page that contains more information about tagless final style
[Kiselyov, 2019].

To give another perspective on Kiselyov’s translation algorithm I have implemented a type-
safe and an untyped version of his algorithm using plain (generalized) algebraic data types
in Haskell. I have listed the source code in the appendices. Appendix A contains a type
safe implementation of the algorithm. That means that the Haskell compiler checks that
a term still has the same type after translation into combinators. Appendix B contains
an untyped version that contains every optimization as a separate extensible function that
might be easier to understand.

4.1.6 The linear algorithm

In this section, I will explain how the linear algorithm works and prove that it is linear in
time and space.

In order to make his algorithm applicable to the untyped lambda calculus, Kiselyov chooses
to forgo types, but he mentions that the algorithm can be rewritten to work on the simply
typed lambda calculus. For consistency, Kiselyov still uses the typing rules. Another thing
to note is that the linear algorithm is based on the rules as shown in Figure 2 and does not
incorporate the lazy weakening or the eta optimizations. Kiselyov mentions that this is just
for clarity, but I doubt that it would be possible to completely adapt these optimizations
for this linear algorithm. I will explain my doubts after introducing the algorithm.

The translation rules remain mostly the same, except that we now have to keep track of the
size of the contexts. The thing that changes is the q function. Instead of routing variables
one at a time, batch combinators that can route multiple variables are introduced. The
batch combinators Bn, Cn and Sn adhere to the following reduction rules.

Bn f g xn . . . x1 → f (g xn . . . x1)

Cn f g xn . . . x1 → f xn . . . x1 g

Sn f g xn . . . x1 → f xn . . . x1 (g xn . . . x1)

Using these batch combinators the implementation of the q function can be defined without
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recursion.

(� d′)q (� d) = d′ d

(� d′)q (m � d) = Bm d
′ d

(n � d′)q (� d) = Cn d
′ d

(n � d′)q (n � d) = Sn d
′ d

(n � d′)q (n+m � d) = Bn (Sm d
′) d

(n+m � d′)q (m � d) = Cn (Bn Sm d
′) d

Most of these rules follow directly from the definition of the batch combinators and the
specification of q. I will only prove the last rule, because it is the most complicated.

((n+m � d′)q (m � d)) dn+m . . . d1

= d′ dn+m . . . d1 (d dm . . . d1)

=Sm (d′ dn+m . . . d1+m) d dm . . . d1

=Bn Sm d
′ dn+m . . . d1+m d dm . . . d1

= (Cn (Bn Sm d
′) d) dn+m . . . d1

To be able to apply the lazy weakening optimization to this algorithm we need to track
which variables are used and which are not. That way we can implement a mechanism
that discards the ignored variables before routing them. But unused variables might be
interleaved with used variables which means that we would have to start routing individual
variables again. That would make the batch combinators useless. A way to still benefit from
the lazy weakening optimization is to only keep track of a finite number of the rightmost
variables in the context. That could be encoded as bits in a single 64-bit number for
example. A one would mean that the variable is used and a zero would mean that the
variable can be ignored. This would allow us to keep the optimization for small terms, but
also the efficiency of the batch combinators for large terms.

In order to prove that the time and space it costs to run this new translation algorithm is
linear in the size of the input we first have to define what it means for a value to be linear in
the size of the input. First of all, it should be noted that we are talking about asymptotic
values. We only care how much time or space this algorithm takes when translating very
large programs and we only care about relative values. Formally if f(x) is a function that
describes an upper bound for the time or space that an algorithm uses for a lambda calculus
term of size x then the space or time is linear in the size of the input if limx→∞

f(x)
x
≤ c

for some constant c.

First we define how the input size x is measured. This is done by counting the number of
constructors. For the de Bruijn indexed lambda calculus these are: z, s, λ and function
application. This definition is a bit unfair, because the indices can also be represented in
an asymptotically smaller form: in a positional number system such as binary or decimal.
But we stick to this definition to stay true to the definitions in Kiselyov’s article.
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The main output measure is the number of combinator applications in the resulting SKI
combinator term. For example, in the new definition ofq the last rule has the most function
applications. Here I have made them visible with the $ symbol: Cn $ (Bn $Sm $ d′) $ d. This
term has four function applications. An alternative definition would be to also count all
combinators, such as Bn, Cn and Sn. But since function applications always form a full
binary tree we know that the number of combinators is always just one more than the
number of function applications, so it does not change the asymptotic behaviour.

This measure determines the space and time use of Kiselyov’s translation algorithm. The
size of the resulting SKI combinator term is linearly proportional to the number of combi-
nator applications. And every combinator application takes constant time assuming that
an appropriate tree representation is used. So if the number of combinator applications is
linear in the size of the input then both the time it takes to run the algorithm and the size
of the resulting SKI combinator term is linear in the size of the input.

To prove this final part we notice that the q function produces at most four function appli-
cations; it is no longer recursive. The only translation rule that introduces an application
besides the applications introduced by q is the EAbs0 rule which introduces just one appli-
cation. So every translation rule introduces at most four applications. Every constructor
in the input is associated to exactly one rule, which means that every constructor in the
input results in at most four function applications in the output. That establishes that our
application counting function f(x) ≤ 4x and thus limx→∞

f(x)
x
≤ 4. That completes the

proof.

Following Kiselyov’s example, I have assumed that the Bn, Cn and Sn batch combinators
can be generated in constant time. Kiselyov notes that a good implementation would pre-
compute an array of these combinators and index into that array in constant time. The
final part required to make this work is that the array size is linear in the size of the input
term. That means that the array can be precomputed in linear time.

4.2 What is achieved

As mentioned in the previous section, the main contribution of Kiselyov’s article is the
introduction of a modular algorithm that can be used to translate lambda calculus terms
to combinators. That algorithm can be easily optimized by adding new translation rules
and changing the q function. Most importantly, Kiselyov also uses batch combinators to
make his algorithm run in linear time and produce an output whose size is asymptotically
linear in the size of the input.

5 Opinions

5.1 Of others

David Turner [Turner, 1979b] has written something about the use of batch combinators:
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“Dr. P. H. Welch of the University of Kent has drawn the author’s attention to
the work described in [Abdali, 1976] which defines a multiple abstraction op-
erator which abstracts on any number of variables simultaneously. While this
can produce more compact code than repeated application of the single ab-
straction operation given here, it proved less suitable for the author’s purpose.
First, because the algorithm for multiple abstraction uses an infinite number
of combinators (via the schemata Kn I

m
n Bm

n , see [ibid.]) which would give the
proposed target computer an undesirably complicated instruction set. Second,
because in the compilation process the need to abstract on different variables
arises at successive stages and rather than an algorithm for multiple abstraction
as such it is more convenient to have a definition of simple abstraction which
is well behaved under self-composition, as here.”

The combinators that are chosen by Kiselyov do seem to be easier to implement than the
combinators used by Abdali, but it is still an infinite family of combinators. The need to
abstract one variable at a time in different stages of compilation seems very plausible, but
I do not have enough knowledge on the subject to make any other comments on it.

Ben Lynn [Lynn, n.d.(a)] presents an algorithm to implement the batch combinators using
a number of S, K, I, B, C combinators that is in O(log n) where n is the subscript of the
batch combinator. This means that the linear time and space algorithm becomes O(n log n)
time and space, but now it only uses a finite number of combinators and does not rely on
a precomputed list of batch combinators.

Ben Lynn [Lynn, n.d.(b)] goes on to create a compiler using this O(n log n) time algo-
rithm for his language Crazy L. During the explanation of his Crazy L language he briefly
mentions a possibility for improvement of the algorithm of Kiselyov:

“Roughly speaking, it has a coarse-grained view of the variables, forgetting
whether they are used or not, which precludes some optimizations. (We could
refine it a little and, say, keep more information on variables with a low de
Bruijn index; maybe another time.)”

5.2 Of me

Kiselyov claims to give an efficient algorithm for translating lambda calculus terms to SKI
combinators, but he does not explicitly mention that this is better than the best previous
work. In the section related work he mentions that the most recent work involves director
strings, but he does not compare the efficiency of his algorithm to that of the algorithm
that uses director strings.

While researching Kiselyov’s article I got the impression that the implementation details
in tagless final style got in the way of the essence of his algorithm. I would first have
explained the translation algorithm and only included the source code in an appendix.

Another possible problem with Kiselyov’s linear algorithm is that it produces large outputs
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for small lambda calculus terms. The linear algorithm will probably translate lambda cal-
culus terms with a lot of isolated small functions to relatively big output terms compared to
other algorithms. A hybrid approach that uses the linear algorithm for big interconnected
terms and another algorithm for small isolated terms might be a solution to this problem.

Kiselyov’s proof of linearity of the linear algorithm does not mention that the de Bruijn
indices that he uses as input to his algorithm could be implemented more efficiently using
a binary number. It is certainly not obvious that Kiselyov’s algorithm would still be linear
time and space using such a definition of de Bruijn indices.

Kiselyov puts a lot of weight on the space and time linearity of his translation algorithm,
but I am wondering if the size of a combinator term is a good measure of the performance
of the code on real hardware. A tiny combinator expression might still take forever to
evaluate. Ideally, the output combinator term would be in the same complexity class as
the input lambda calculus term.

6 Conclusions and further work

In this report I have explained the recent article by Kiselyov called “λ to SKI semantically”,
from my own perspective.

I started by introducing required background knowledge. I explained lambda calculus and
why it might be interesting to use as a basis for a programming language. Next were the
SKI combinators and how lambda calculus terms could be translated to and from the SKI
combinators. The last piece of background knowledge was about types and inference rules,
which Kiselyov uses to specify his translation algorithm.

I placed Kiselyov’s article in a historical context. I explained how lambda calculus and
combinators were invented in an attempt to formalize mathematics. And I showed that
Kiselyov’s article is the latest of many attempts that have been made to make a translation
to combinators practical as a step in a compiler for functional programming languages. But
also that Kiselyov’s paper is a little late and that the STG machine has become a more
popular method for compiling lambda calculus terms to modern hardware.

The most important part of this report is the explanation of Kiselyov’s article. I have
gone through all the important sections of Kiselyov’s article and gave a more elaborate
explanation along with explicit proofs of the translation rules. The most important result
of Kiselyov’s paper is a translation algorithm from the lambda calculus to combinators in
linear time and space.

Finally, I have collected some opinions of other people about the contents of Kiselyov’s
paper. Most notably by Ben Lynn who used Kiselyov’s algorithm for a toy programming
language and gave some suggestions for improvements to the algorithm. In the same section
I have written my own opinion about possible problems with the linear algorithm and how
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I thought that the implementation details got in the way of the central idea of Kiselyov’s
paper.

In the following paragraphs, I pose some possible future research directions.

The most obvious future work is to implement an actual compiler using this abstraction
algorithm and see how well it performs compared to other compilers. The main part that
is still required is an evaluator for the generated combinator terms.

I think that to make a translation algorithm feasible for real world computation, instead of
introducing new combinators, we should ditch the tree-based view of combinators and move
to a more free graph-like structure. That would allow variables to be directly connected to
their binding site without having to route the arguments through a tree of combinators.
For example interaction nets and interaction combinators [Lafont, 1990, Lafont, 1997]. I
would like to research this possibility in the future.

Kiselyov suggests in Section 6 of his article that the linear algorithm still has room for some
optimizations. In this report, I have mentioned that keeping track of a finite number of
the rightmost variables in the context would allow the incorporation of the lazy weakening
optimization into the linear algorithm. Obvious future work is then to implement those
optimizations and see how well they work.

Another follow-up project could be to investigate a lower bound on the complexity of the
resulting term in the case of a finite combinator basis. I have a feeling that it is possible
to prove that any general translation algorithm of lambda calculus to a combinator term
with finitely many different combinators will produce a term that is super-linear in the size
of the input term.

Finally, a quantitative study that exhaustively searches for the shortest combinator ex-
pression for many lambda calculus terms might yield interesting results. Of course this is
not possible for very large lambda calculus terms, but it should be feasible for many small
terms. Do the optimal combinator expressions look like the expressions that are generated
with one of our translation algorithms?
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A Type-safe algorithm

In this appendix I provide an alternative implementation of the basic algorithm with the
lazy weakening and eta optimizations in the programming language Haskell. The Haskell
compiler automatically checks that the input type is the same as the output type.

{-# LANGUAGE GADTs #-}

-- The contexts are encoded as nested tuples.

data Var ctx a where
VZ :: Var (ctx,a) a
-- The variable c in the following rule is because the context
-- cannot be empty.
VS :: Var (ctx,c) a -> Var ((ctx,c),b) a

data DeBruijn ctx a where
BVar :: Var ctx a -> DeBruijn ctx a
BLam :: DeBruijn (ctx,b) a -> DeBruijn ctx (b -> a)
BApp :: DeBruijn ctx (b -> a) -> DeBruijn ctx b

-> DeBruijn ctx a

data SKI a where
SI :: SKI (a -> a)
SK :: SKI (a -> b -> a)
SS :: SKI ((a -> b -> d) -> (a -> b) -> a -> d)
SB :: SKI ((a -> b) -> (d -> a) -> d -> b)
SC :: SKI ((a -> b -> d) -> b -> a -> d)
SApp :: SKI (a -> b) -> SKI a -> SKI b

-- The App type class is convenient because it allows us to use
-- the same symbol for applications in de Bruijn indexed lambda
-- terms and ski combinators. Later on, there is a Conv
-- data type that is an intermediate representation which has an
-- App instance that performs some of the translation work.
class App f where
($$) :: f (a -> b) -> f a -> f b
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instance App (DeBruijn ctx) where
($$) = BApp

instance App SKI where
($$) = SApp

-----------------------------------------------------------------
-- Pretty printing ski combinator terms
-----------------------------------------------------------------

prettySKI :: SKI a -> String
prettySKI x = prettySKI’ False x ""

prettySKI’ :: Bool -> SKI a -> String -> String
prettySKI’ parens ski = case ski of

SI -> (’I’ :)
SK -> (’K’ :)
SS -> (’S’ :)
SB -> (’B’ :)
SC -> (’C’ :)
SApp d1 d2

| parens -> (’(’ :) . app . (’)’ :)
| otherwise -> app
where

app = prettySKI’ False d1 . (’ ’ :) . prettySKI’ True d2

-----------------------------------------------------------------
-- Type safe translation from DeBruijn to SKI
-----------------------------------------------------------------

-- Intermediate type for the translation from DeBruijn to SKI.
data Conv ctx a where

C :: SKI a -> Conv ctx a
V :: Conv (ctx,a) a
N :: Conv ctx (b -> a) -> Conv (ctx,b) a
W :: Conv ctx a -> Conv (ctx,b) a

translate :: DeBruijn ctx a -> SKI a
translate x = case translate’ x of

C ski -> ski
_ -> error

"Cannot translate lambda terms that contain free variables."

translate’ :: DeBruijn ctx a -> Conv ctx a
translate’ (BVar VZ) = V
translate’ (BVar (VS e)) = W (translate’ (BVar e))
translate’ (BLam e) = case translate’ e of
C d -> C (SK $$ d)
V -> C SI
N e -> e
W e -> C SK $$ e
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translate’ (BApp e1 e2) = translate’ e1 $$ translate’ e2

instance App (Conv ctx) where
W e $$ V = N e
V $$ W e = N (C (SC $$ SI) $$ e)
N e $$ V = N (C SS $$ e $$ C SI)
V $$ N e = N (C (SS $$ SI) $$ e)
C d $$ V = N (C d)
V $$ C d = N (C (SC $$ SI $$ d))
W e1 $$ W e2 = W (e1 $$ e2)
W e $$ C d = W (e $$ C d)
C d $$ W e = W (C d $$ e)
W e1 $$ N e2 = N (C SB $$ e1 $$ e2)
N e1 $$ W e2 = N (C SC $$ e1 $$ e2)
N e1 $$ N e2 = N (C SS $$ e1 $$ e2)
C d $$ N e = N (C (SB $$ d) $$ e)
N e $$ C d = N (C (SC $$ SC $$ d) $$ e)
C d1 $$ C d2 = C (d1 $$ d2)

-----------------------------------------------------------------
-- Some test cases from Kiselyov’s article
-----------------------------------------------------------------

-- These are the test cases from table 1 in Kiselyov’s article.
testCases :: [String]
testCases =

[ f $ BLam $ BLam $ BVar VZ
, f $ BLam $ BLam $ BVar $ VS VZ
, f $ BLam $ BLam $ BVar (VS VZ) $$ BVar VZ
, f $ BLam $ BLam $ BVar VZ $$ BVar (VS VZ)
, f $ BLam $ BLam $ BLam $ BVar VZ $$ BVar (VS (VS VZ))

, f $ BLam $ BLam $ BLam $ BLam (BVar VZ) $$ BVar (VS (VS VZ))
, f $ BLam $ BLam $ BLam

$ BVar (VS (VS VZ)) $$ BVar VZ
$$ (BVar (VS VZ) $$ BVar VZ)

-- worst-case family
, f $ BLam $ BLam $ BVar VZ $$ BVar (VS VZ)
, f $ BLam $ BLam $ BLam

$ BVar VZ $$ BVar (VS VZ) $$ BVar (VS (VS VZ))
, f $ BLam $ BLam $ BLam $ BLam

$ BVar VZ
$$ BVar (VS VZ)
$$ BVar (VS (VS VZ))
$$ BVar (VS (VS (VS VZ)))

] where
f = prettySKI . translate

-- print the result of the test cases.
main :: IO ()
main = mapM_ putStrLn testCases
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B Untyped staged algorithm with parser

In this appendix I provide an implementation of the basic algorithm and the lazy weakening
and eta optimizations. This time I have split the basic algorithm and the optimizations into
three parts. The deBruijnToSKI1 function implements the basic algorithm without op-
timizations. The deBruijnToSKI2 function implements the lazy weakening optimization
and uses the logic of the deBruijnToSKI1 function internally. The deBruijnToSKI3
function implements the eta optimization and uses the logic of the deBruijnToSKI2
function internally.

import Data.List (elemIndex)
import Data.Char (isAlpha, isSpace)
import Data.Maybe (fromMaybe)
import Control.Monad ((<=<))
import Control.Applicative
import Data.Function (fix)

-----------------------------------------------------------------
-- Peano numerals
-----------------------------------------------------------------

data Nat = S Nat | Z deriving (Show, Eq, Read)

intToNat :: Int -> Nat
intToNat 0 = Z
intToNat n = S (intToNat (n - 1))

-----------------------------------------------------------------
-- Parser combinators
-----------------------------------------------------------------

newtype Parser a = Parser
{ unParser :: String -> Maybe (String, a) }

instance Functor Parser where
fmap f (Parser p) = Parser $ \s ->

fmap (\(s’,x) -> (s’, f x)) (p s)

instance Applicative Parser where
pure x = Parser (\s -> pure (s, x))
Parser p <*> Parser q = Parser $ \s ->

(\(s’, f) -> fmap (\(s’’, x) -> (s’’, f x)) (q s’)) =<< p s

instance Alternative Parser where
empty = Parser (\_ -> Nothing)
Parser p <|> Parser q = Parser $ \s -> p s <|> q s

pSymbol :: (Char -> Bool) -> Parser Char
pSymbol p = Parser $ \s -> case s of
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(x:xs) | p x -> pure (xs, x)
_ -> empty

pSpan1 :: (Char -> Bool) -> Parser String
pSpan1 p = Parser $ \s -> case span p s of

("", _) -> Nothing
(x, s’) -> Just (s’, x)

pLiteral :: String -> Parser String
pLiteral = traverse (pSymbol . (==))

pSpace :: Parser Char
pSpace = pSymbol isSpace

-----------------------------------------------------------------
-- Lambda calculus
-----------------------------------------------------------------

data Lambda
= LVar String
| LLam String Lambda
| LApp Lambda Lambda
deriving (Show, Eq, Read)

stringToLambda :: String -> Maybe Lambda
stringToLambda = fmap snd . unParser
(many pSpace *> pLambda <* many pSpace)

-- a parser for lambda terms
pLambda :: Parser Lambda
pLambda = LLam

<$> (pLiteral "(" *> many pSpace *> pLiteral "\\"

*> many pSpace *> pName)
<* many pSpace <* pLiteral "->" <* many pSpace

<*> pLambda <* many pSpace <* pLiteral ")"
<|> LApp

<$> (pLiteral "(" *> many pSpace *> pLambda)
<* many pSpace

<*> pLambda <* many pSpace <* pLiteral ")"
<|> LVar <$> pName

pName :: Parser String
pName = pSpan1 isAlpha

-----------------------------------------------------------------
-- De Bruijn indices
-----------------------------------------------------------------

data DeBruijn
= BVar Nat
| BLam DeBruijn
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| BApp DeBruijn DeBruijn
deriving (Show, Eq, Read)

lambdaToDeBruijn :: [String] -> Lambda -> Maybe DeBruijn
lambdaToDeBruijn env e = case e of

(LVar x) -> BVar . intToNat <$> elemIndex x env
(LLam v x) -> BLam <$> lambdaToDeBruijn (v:env) x
(LApp x y) -> BApp

<$> lambdaToDeBruijn env x
<*> lambdaToDeBruijn env y

-----------------------------------------------------------------
-- SKI combinators
-----------------------------------------------------------------

data SKI = SS | SK | SI | SB | SC | SApp SKI SKI
deriving (Show, Eq, Read)

data Conv = C SKI | N Conv | W Conv | V
deriving (Show, Eq, Read)

deBruijnToSKI :: DeBruijn -> [SKI]
deBruijnToSKI x = map (\f -> (\(C x) -> x) (f x))

[deBruijnToSKI1, deBruijnToSKI2, deBruijnToSKI3]

-----------------------------------------------------------------

deBruijnToSKI1 :: DeBruijn -> Conv
deBruijnToSKI1 = fix (\f -> deBruijnToSKI1’ f q1)

deBruijnToSKI1’
:: (DeBruijn -> Conv)
-> (Conv -> Conv -> Conv)
-> (DeBruijn -> Conv)

-- Var
deBruijnToSKI1’ f _ (BVar Z) = N (C SI)
-- W
deBruijnToSKI1’ f ($$) (BVar (S x)) = N (C SK $$ f (BVar x))
deBruijnToSKI1’ f _ (BLam e) = case f e of
-- Abs_0

C d -> C (SApp SK d)
-- Abs

N e -> e
-- App
deBruijnToSKI1’ f ($$) (BApp e1 e2) = f e1 $$ f e2

q1 :: Conv -> Conv -> Conv
q1 = fix q1’

q1’ :: (Conv -> Conv -> Conv) -> Conv -> Conv -> Conv
q1’ _ (C d’) (C d) = C (SApp d’ d)
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q1’ ($$) (C d’) (N e) = N (C (SApp SB d’) $$ e)
q1’ ($$) (N e’) (C d) = N (C (SApp (SApp SC SC) d) $$ e’)
q1’ ($$) (N e’) (N e) = N (C SS $$ e’ $$ e)

-----------------------------------------------------------------

deBruijnToSKI2 :: DeBruijn -> Conv
deBruijnToSKI2 = fix (\f -> deBruijnToSKI2’ f q2)

deBruijnToSKI2’
:: (DeBruijn -> Conv)
-> (Conv -> Conv -> Conv)
-> (DeBruijn -> Conv)

deBruijnToSKI2’ f _ (BVar (S x)) = W (f (BVar x))
deBruijnToSKI2’ f ($$) (BLam e) | W e <- f e = C SK $$ e
deBruijnToSKI2’ f ($$) e = deBruijnToSKI1’ f ($$) e

q2 :: Conv -> Conv -> Conv
q2 = fix q2’

q2’ :: (Conv -> Conv -> Conv) -> Conv -> Conv -> Conv
q2’ ($$) (C d’) (W e) = W (C d’ $$ e)
q2’ ($$) (W e’) (C d) = W (e’ $$ C d)
q2’ ($$) (N e’) (W e) = N (C SC $$ e’ $$ e)
q2’ ($$) (W e’) (N e) = N (C SB $$ e’ $$ e)
q2’ ($$) (W e’) (W e) = W (e’ $$ e)
q2’ ($$) e’ e = q1’ ($$) e’ e

-----------------------------------------------------------------

deBruijnToSKI3 :: DeBruijn -> Conv
deBruijnToSKI3 = fix (\f -> deBruijnToSKI3’ f q3)

deBruijnToSKI3’
:: (DeBruijn -> Conv)
-> (Conv -> Conv -> Conv)
-> (DeBruijn -> Conv)

deBruijnToSKI3’ _ _ (BVar Z) = V
deBruijnToSKI3’ f _ (BLam e) | V <- f e = C SI
deBruijnToSKI3’ f ($$) e = deBruijnToSKI2’ f ($$) e

q3 :: Conv -> Conv -> Conv
q3 = fix q3’

q3’ :: (Conv -> Conv -> Conv) -> Conv -> Conv -> Conv
q3’ _ (W e’) V = N e’
q3’ ($$) V (W e) = N (C (SApp SC SI) $$ e)
q3’ ($$) (N e’) V = N (C SS $$ e’ $$ C SI)
q3’ ($$) V (N e) = N (C (SApp SS SI) $$ e)
q3’ _ (C d’) V = N (C d’)
q3’ _ V (C d) = N (C (SApp (SApp SC SI) d))
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q3’ ($$) e’ e = q2’ ($$) e’ e

-----------------------------------------------------------------
-- Pretty printing
-----------------------------------------------------------------

prettySKI :: SKI -> String
prettySKI = prettySKI’ False

prettySKI’ :: Bool -> SKI -> String
prettySKI’ _ SS = "S"
prettySKI’ _ SK = "K"
prettySKI’ _ SI = "I"
prettySKI’ _ SC = "C"
prettySKI’ _ SB = "B"
prettySKI’ True (SApp x y) = concat

["(", prettySKI’ False x, " ", prettySKI’ True y, ")"]
prettySKI’ False (SApp x y) =
prettySKI’ False x ++ " " ++ prettySKI’ True y

-----------------------------------------------------------------
-- Main
-----------------------------------------------------------------

maybeToList Nothing = []
maybeToList (Just x) = [x]

-- translate a lambda calculus term to ski combinators using
-- the three stages separately
lambdaToSKI :: Lambda -> [SKI]
lambdaToSKI = deBruijnToSKI <=< maybeToList . lambdaToDeBruijn []

-- parse, translate and pretty print
rep :: String -> String
rep = unlines .

(fmap prettySKI . lambdaToSKI <=< maybeToList . stringToLambda)

-- these are the test cases that are listed in Kiselyov’s article
-- in table 1
testCases :: [DeBruijn]
testCases =

[ BLam (BLam (BVar Z))
, BLam (BLam (BVar (S Z)))
, BLam (BLam (BVar (S Z) ‘BApp‘ BVar Z))
, BLam (BLam (BVar Z ‘BApp‘ BVar (S Z)))
, BLam (BLam (BLam (BVar Z ‘BApp‘ BVar (S (S Z)))))

, BLam (BLam (BLam ((BLam (BVar Z)) ‘BApp‘ (BVar (S (S Z))))))
, BLam (BLam (BLam

((BVar (S (S Z)) ‘BApp‘ BVar Z)
‘BApp‘ (BVar (S Z) ‘BApp‘ BVar Z))))
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-- worst-case family
, BLam (BLam (BVar Z ‘BApp‘ BVar (S Z)))
, BLam (BLam (BLam

(BVar Z ‘BApp‘ BVar (S Z) ‘BApp‘ BVar (S (S Z)))))
, BLam (BLam (BLam (BLam (

BVar Z
‘BApp‘ BVar (S Z)
‘BApp‘ BVar (S (S Z))
‘BApp‘ BVar (S (S (S Z)))))))

]

main :: IO ()
main = do

-- first print the results for the test cases
putStrLn $ unlines $

map (unlines . map prettySKI . deBruijnToSKI) testCases

-- then parse and translate terms from user input
interact (unlines . map rep . lines)
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